Warrnambool Seaside Tournament report 2017
Introduction
This year our Boss Ladies, along together with strong players from Zuno (Rebecca Baker, Imogen
Brown, Shanyce Kitson) and Vikings (Lauren Miller), participated in the Warrnambool Seaside
Tournament 2017 in Victoria. Entering the highest division, the Womens Honours, the squad
started training twice a week on a regular basis to be prepared for an exciting and high quality
tournament.
The main purpose of the participation was competing on a higher level than most of the players
are used to in Tasmania. To challenge their skills as well as bringing the experience back to
Tasmania and their respective clubs, to gain an overall improvement for the Tasmanian Volleyball
community and lift the standard of Volleyball.Also to strengthen team spirit and the
understanding of tactics and lastly finishing in the top 3 was an important goal for the coaches
and the team.
Being puzzled together, it was most certainly a challenge to compete against seasoned teams
from all over Victoria and South Australia, who have been playing together for many years.
Knowing this, we clearly set our goals realistically, trying to play our own game, to grow as a team
and to improve on skills of each individual and keep up with the very athletic and powerful teams.

Draw Saturday 11th March 2017
09:15 Boss Ladies def Phantoms (VIC) 3:0 (25:14, 25:19, 25:12)
The team got off to a great start winning the first match confidently against Phantoms, a young
Victorian team. Throughout the match, the team managed to keep the consistancy in all basic
elements up and play their game until the end. Getting off to this wonderful start with a clear 3:0
win, was a real confident booster. Coach Triin Kuusk only had small things to criticise like block/
defence and being variable in attack which has been implemented by all players immediately.

14:15 Boss Ladies def Austral Phoenix (SA) 3:0 (25:21, 25:20, 25:14)
The South Australian Team Austral Phoenix is a seasoned team with a great mixture of older,
experienced players as well as young talented team members who won the final in last years’
tournament. Knowing that this match would be a harder one than the previous one, Triin Kuusk
and Sabine Baedekerl prepared the team well, giving them input about the oppositions tactics
and play, which is mainly dominated by a strong offence and great block/ defence. The team
perfectly absorbed and implemented everything and dominated in all 3 sets. Strong serving on
our side put the South Australian team under great pressure and we managed to keep this
pressure up until the end. Especially the blocking was outstanding which took away the attack
options from the opposition.

16:45 Boss Ladies def Van Diemens (TAS) 3:0 (25:10, 25:21, 25:17)
Last match of the day was against our home rivals Van Diemens from Tasmania, also a seasoned
team which has been playing together for years. Knowing their tactics and their game from back
home, it was a little bit easier for us to prepare and adjust. The first set was dominated by strong
serves from our side which put the opposition well under pressure. Remaining focused and
keeping this pressure up throughout the first set resulted in a clear win for us. Van Diemens,
however, found their way back in set 2 and made it more difficult for our passers with their well
placed float serves, one of the most difficult serves to pass throughout the whole tournament.
Nevertheless, the Boss squad found back to their play quickly, with changing and shifting around
the passing positions. Technical errors on the oppositions side multiplied, which took their whole
play out of balance and lead us to a 3:0 win.

Summary Day 1
Overall, we were very satisfied with the performance of day one. Putting us in a great position
not giving away one single set, prepared us well mentally for the second day. We were especially
impressed by everyone’s quick adjustment to the different level (faster gameplay, higher blocks,
harder hits and better defence).
Draw Sunday 12th March 2017
Yarra Ranges (VIC) def Boss Ladies 2:1 (25:23, 25:21, 12:14)
Second day first match, should be a tough one and first loss of the tournament. Facing last years’
finalist and runner-up, surprisingly did not intimidate the Boss team. Yarra Ranges is a team
characterized by their big outside hitters and fast plays. Knowing their strengths, our tactic,
putting them under pressure with strong float serves, to hinder them to be able to play their
strong slides, worked out very well and gave us an 8:1 lead in the first set, forcing them to take
their first time out. After this time-out, however, Yarra found back into their play and their strong
defence made it hard for us to directly kill the ball. Every set was hard-fought in the end for the
better outcome for the opposition. Even though, we couldn’t take a win home after this match it
helped us grow and improve in all basic elements and forced us to play precise and extreme balls
when in attack, to be able to score direct points.

South Adelaide (SA) def Boss Ladies 2:1 (25:20, 25:16, 19:25)
Second match of the day and again with the better end for the opposition. The team started off
well and strong, but the previous match against Yarra Ranges and day one made itself felt and
showed signs of physical and mental fatigue at times. Naturally, the concentration was missing,
resulting in losing important points. Furthermore, the unusual verbal sketchy tactics by the
opposition caused a lack of confidence in some team members, especially in the second set. In
the third set, however, the team found their way back into their game, dominating the opposition
at all times. Unfortunately, this loss would also mean the end of the tournament for our team.
Unlike last year, there weren’t cross over matches, putting us in third position, even though the
team had better set and point stats than the South Adelaide team who finished second and
therefore entered the final.

Boss Ladies def Southern Cross (VIC) 3:0 (25:13, 25:15, 25:23)
Last match of the day and unfortunately last one of the tournament. With the previous loss
against South Adelaide, we had just missed out on the final and it was clear that we had come in
third, no matter how the last match of the day against Southern Cross (SA) would turn out.
Nevertheless, the team was motivated and had recovered from the previous matches and was
ready to finish the tournament off strong. Not once in this match did the team give up the lead.
The match was characterized by the strong passing and outstanding block defence, which made
it easy for the setters to make use of our strong and fast middle attacks.

Summary Day 2
Despite of the loss of the first two matches and being knocked out of the tournament, the second
day was a quite successful one for the team. The squad got to play against great teams on a very
high level and were challenged all the way through. The team was able to adjust instantly and
was able to implement changes successfully. Furthermore, it was great to see each individual
grow and develop their skills with each set played. In conclusion, it was a successful tournament,
not only on the score board but also meeting and even exceeding some expectations.
A big thank you to VTi for supporting us with the team grant, without it would have been more
difficult financially for the team to participate. Furthermore, a big thanks to Elizabeth College,
which made it possible for us to train twice a week on a regular basis right up to the tournament.
We are very confident that every participant has brought back valuable experience to the
Tasmanian volleyball community and therefore, will help to develop and improve the level of
volleyball in Tasmania in the future.
The women’s team of the Boss Volleyball club aims to continue training twice a week and
welcomes other players from different clubs and this year’s participants of the Warrnambool
Seaside Tournament to join trainings. This will help to continue to apply what has been learned
and taken away from the tournament, as well as encourage more players to train on a regular
basis to significantly improve on their skills.
Furthermore, big thanks to Rebecca Barker, Imogen Brown, Shanyce Kitson and Lauren Miller for
joining our team for this tournament. Without you the competition wouldn’t have been as high
standard and fun. Each of you has grown so much and has stepped up in the right moments to
support the team.

